Come & Get 'Em

Story On Page 4
Bell: A Dead Ringer

The traditional exchange of the victory bell between Cal Poly and Fresno State marking football victories and defeats has been hit by some sour notes.

As a result, Poly's Rally Committee has voted to suspend the exchange. It believes the rivalry between the two universities has grown too intense. Fights have broken out during games the last two years because Fresno fans have tried to unchain the bell.

Fresno student leaders are unhappy about the decision, but since the bell was donated to Poly in 1952 it has the right to discontinue the exchange.

This was a sensible decision. The blame can't be placed entirely on Fresno fans. They had to have somebody to fight with. But the fact remains the center of contention is the victory bell. Since it now represents bad blood rather than a football win, the Rally Committee should find another adversary to trade with.

Rally Committee Chairman Mike Toscano has a good suggestion. He believes a more appropriate school to exchange with would be the southern Cal Poly in Pomona.

Putting less money where your mouth is

With a Stenner Glen meal plan that doesn't bite back. We have plans to fit any appetite - from 5 to 19 meals a week and a 40 punch for 30 bucks meal card. Your per meal cost can be as low as $1.20! This is one case where better costs less.

There's variety, quality, lots of tasty choices every day, and everyday is different. Good music, special surprise treats, nice people and going back for as much as you want.

We're right next to campus, so when hunger strikes you can pop in for a quick bite or a full-on feast. Stop by soon and see how you can put less money where your tummy is this quarter. It's one of the few times it's polite to talk with your mouth full. See you soon.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Ford thinks his son Jack gave "a frank answer" when he said he had smoked marijuana. White House Press Secretary Ron Nessen said Monday.

Jack Ford, 23, said also he liked Oregon's method of giving citations and fines for marijuana use instead of jail sentences. He made his remarks to a newspaper in Portland, where he attended the Washington State Republican Conference during the weekend.

The Ford family believes in being totally honest. And the President feels his son was expressing a personal view and giving a frank answer," Nessen said a White House news briefing.

Jack said he discussed drugs with his parents but never told them he smoked "pot" but was "around people who have done probably every type of drug there is" and he believed that "abuse in using these things is the problem. If used in a non-destructive way and not abused, smoking pot might be all right."
Food Stamps Ala Uncle Sam

A Recipe For Those Who Want To Let The Government Fill Their Cupboard

For one, a student doesn't need to be juggling his final dollar's worth of change in his pocket to qualify for the food stamp program. It's simple, conventional, economical and includes everything you're likely to need. Here's what makes it so useful:

1. The College Plan Checking Account.
   Unlimited check-writing for just $1 a month. With no minimum balance required. And no service charge at all for June, July, August, or for any month a balance of $500 or more is maintained. You get a statement every month. And the account stays open through the summer even with a zero balance, saving you the trouble of having to close it in June and reopen it in the fall.

2. Personalized Checks.
   Yours in large or small, by design. There are no service charges for redesigned checks. And you can get a personal checkbook with any amount of funds in it.

   For students of sophomore standing or higher, who qualify for the College Plan can also include BankAmericard. It's a good for tuition at most state schools. In some states, BankAmericard includes a credit limit. And a credit limit helps you to avoid borrowing to finance higher education.

Bank of America College Plan is a complete banking package just for students. It's simple, conventional, economical and includes everything you're likely to need. Here's what makes it so useful:

4. Overdraft Protection.
   Our Instant Cash helps you avoid bounced checks. By covering all your checks up to the limit of your available BankAmericard credit.

5. Educational Loans.
   A Bank of America specially. Complete details are available from any of our Student Loan Offices.

   Lots of plans to choose from, all providing easy ways to save up for holidays and vacations.

7. Student Representatives.
   Usually students or recent graduates themselves. Our Reps are located at all our major college offices and offer individual help with any student banking or financial problems.

Now that you know what's included, why not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student Rep, and get in on our College Plan. $1 a month buys all the bank you need.

Depend on us. More California college students do.

Bank of America

(continued on page 5)
Food Stamps: Take And Bake

(continued from page 4)

But this number does not make Poly students seem as poor and hungry when considering the national figures. Administration experts estimate the cost of the program might soon reach $6.3 billion a year. When the program staffed lust one dollar, it needed $898 million more because recession has made more persons eligible for the program. Besides recession, public opinion, everyone believes, has been important in increasing food stamp eligibility.
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If you are eager to consider religious questions with others who are not always certain they have all the answers... If you would like the fellowship of others for discussion, friendship and mutual support... If you wish to preserve and extend the traditions of personal freedom and human dignity against the dangers they face today...

Then you might wish to explore Unitarian Universalism - a liberal religious approach for open minds. Unitarians affirm the worth of human beings. We trust people's ability to build their own faith. We believe people should be encouraged to think for themselves. We agree that people will differ in their opinions and life styles and feel that these differences generally should be honored - for each person is the final source of authority on his or her own life.

ARE YOU A LIBERAL MAVERICK

If your beliefs are in accord with the above and you would like to join a young adult discussion group that shares this philosophy of life, contact: Professor Eugene Fabricius, Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of San Luis Obispo County, P.O. Box 1352, SLO, 93406, or phone 544-3486.

For the time and location of the regular UU Fellowship meetings, call 544-4173 or 773-5513 or 544-3486, or consult the Saturday edition of the Telegram-Tribune.

Watch for our next statement, tomorrow.
To the unfamiliar viewer, the outcome of Friday's water polo match between Cal Poly and San Francisco Base could have produced a variety of misconceptions. It could easily have been mistaken for a hockey match or a one-sided football game.

Poly had little trouble with the Gauchos from the "Windy City" amassing 20 goals in a humiliating shutout victory before a home crowd.

Unaware fans may have wondered if the ice had melted out from under a hockey game when three Mustang winners, Ken Wolfe, Dave Farrand and Del Neville, each notched "hat tricks" of three goals.

Glancing at the scoreboard, late arrivals probably were confused by Poly's touchdown total of seven goals in the second period. They were appeased by four goals in the initial period for the 11-0 halftime spread.

The Mustangs resume play here this Friday at 3:30 p.m. against Cal Poly Pomona.

Hewlett-Packard introduces a smaller uncompromising calculator: the HP-21 Scientific.

$125.00

Now $125.00 buys:

More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations vs. 22 for our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all by and trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees. It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that lets you:

- convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and back again (r, p, θ);
- do full algebraic arithmetics (M+, M-, M×, M÷, M⇒);
- calculate a common antilog (10x) with a single keystroke.

The HP-21 also performs all basic data manipulations (√, /, V, Y, M) and executes all pre-programmed functions in one second of less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow's problems as well as today's.

Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 7 ounces for our HP-35.

Full display formatting. The display key (DSP) lets you choose between fixed decimal and scientific notation and lets you control the number of places displayed. (The HP-21 always uses all 10 digits internally.)

If a number is too large or small for fixed decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a small number with zero.

Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible instruction, the Display spells it out:

- You can evaluate any expression without copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchy or re-structuring beforehand.
- You can solve all problems your way—the way you now use when you use a slide rule. You solve all problems—no matter how complex—step by step at a time. You never work with more than two numbers at once.
- You see all intermediate answers instantly.

The HP-21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key. You can easily backtrack when you err. The HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.

You can re-use numbers without re-entering them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad.

HP quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel Prize winners, astronauts, conquistadors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000 other professionals own HP calculators.

Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-21 with your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00 can buy. If your bookstore doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800-348-7003 (in Calif. 408-995-9662) for the name of a dealer who does.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Sales and service from 111 offices in 60 countries.
**Mustangs Blast Fresno**

Football rivalries, with or without a bell at stake, are as important to the name as the game itself. Millions of Los Angeles citizens live for the USC-UCLA game. The annual Alabama-Auburn clash is as important to the South as cotton. But sometimes rival games may bring out a little more than hard-fighting football.
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But sometimes rival games may bring out a little more than hard-fighting football. The incident occurred when a hard-hitting football player was engaged in a slight scuffle at the close of the game which touched off a minor melee between the two teams.

No one was hurt in the incident. The only serious incident occurred when a Fresno State assistant coach decked an unsuspecting referee. When coaches start punching officials, it is time to start re-evaluating the importance of the game.

But bloody noses and cheap shots couldn't mar a tremendous Poly performance. Coach Joe Harper said the Mustangs played an "almost perfect defensive game."

Three line backers, Tony Ramo, Dan Stutsbury, and Dan Breisner, each picked off errant Fresno passes to lead the defensive charge. Ramo, who might be the hardest-hearing line backer in the CCAA this year, played like he grew up in Fresno and had every minute of it. The former San Monica All-CIF split-end made an aerobatic interception of a pass that was tipped twice. Stutsbury showed why he was a fullback in high school by returning his kick 60 yards. Breisner set up a Mustang score with his skills.

Cornerback Pat Manus (20) puts clamps on FSU runner. (Photo by Tony Hertz)

While the night belonged to the defense, the offense had some moments too. Sophomore kicker Mike Freig opened up the scoring with a 49-yard field goal in the first quarter. Rugged fullback John Henson scored the first touchdown of the game when he rolled over from the one midway through the third quarter. Quarterback Rich Robinson tumbled into the endzone with his own lunge to run the tally to 17-0, Poly. Rocky Chapman, spelling Gary Davis in the fourth quarter, showed Mustang fans some depth at tailback by goring 14 yards for a quick six. Chapman relieved Davis after the big senior had another outstanding night.

Davis picked up the score from the one yard line with less than a minute remaining in the game, when all that was left was the celebrating.

The game was played in perfect rival fashion. It was hard-hitting from start to finish. The kind of brutal football coaches like to see.

**Diversity! Other sources of energy**

Off and on, wind power has become more prevalent in our energy plans over recent years, because nearly all economically acceptable hydroelectric plants have been developed. But the times of these last three years have been challenging for wind power as well. Many believe the future of wind power lies in smaller, less expensive projects, but the cost of wind power is still high. In the last few years, the use of wind power has increased by more than 50 percent.

The alternative to oil, gas, and coal, which are growing more scarce and more costly to extract, wind power is expected to become a major source of energy. The nation's energy needs are met by a combination of nuclear power, hydroelectric power, oil, gas, coal, and other energy sources. Wind power is one of these sources, although it is not expected to be a major contributor to the nation's energy needs.

While wind power is not as efficient as some other energy sources, it is a sustainable and renewable resource. It is also a clean source of energy, producing no air or water pollution. This makes it an attractive alternative to other energy sources, which can have negative environmental impacts.

Recent developments in wind energy provide promising prospects, but its role as a major source is not yet certain. Wind energy is a relatively new technology, and its potential is still being studied. Further research and development will be necessary to fully realize the potential of wind energy and to ensure its long-term viability.
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